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COVID-19: SPIRIT SCHOLARS LEARNING UNDER LOCKDOWN

Who could have ever imagined that our Term 2 quarterly report, instead of being filled with stories and pictures
of Spirit camp, hikes, exam preparations and school meetings, would in fact be all about our Spirit scholars
learning under lockdown! The harsh reality of the COVID-19 pandemic altered all our lives very suddenly and
our Spirit scholars had to rapidly adjust to the new normal of online learning, remote communication with
teachers they were used to seeing every day, the absence of sport and cultural activities and no daily interaction
with friends and classmates. For some of our scholars it was extremely difficult as they battled with connectivity
for data, the self-discipline to get their school work done every day, parents who tried home-schooling but found
it too difficult and some parents who lost their jobs and struggled to put food on the table. Fortunately we were
able to help with practical things like the provision of data and home support as well as organising online tutors
to provide extra lessons in certain subjects. So once again we say a huge thank you from the heart to all our
donors who have made it possible for us to care for our Spirit scholars during this difficult time and we assure
you of our best efforts to continue to help our scholars make the most of this turbulent academic year.

CARE AND SUPPORT FOR SPIRIT SCHOLARS IN DIFFICULT TIMES
The Spirit team have kept in
weekly contact with Spirit
scholars and their parents via
our WhatsApp groups, as well
as through many phone calls
and video calls. The contact and
support has meant a lot to our
scholars and their families. We
are grateful to have been able to
provide home support towards
basic essentials for Spirit
families in need.

ONLINE TUITION
We are pleased to have been able to assist our scholars with the provision of data as well as facilitate
weekly online tuition with our dedicated tutors. Support towards data costs and extra lessons delivered
online will continue through June and July while many scholars are still away from school.

GIGS AROUND MY GARDEN
During the month of May, Spirit Education Foundation Programme Director,
Paula Wallace-Pickering, took part in a virtual Ultra Marathon event, running
around her own garden, with the aim of raising funds towards the high data
costs of Spirit Education Foundation scholars accessing their school work
remotely during COVID-19 lockdown.
Paula covered a distance of 100 km running around her garden, with just
under R 11 000 raised to date via the GivenGain fundraising platform.
While Paula's run is now complete, many of our Spirit scholars will still be
working from home for many weeks to come, so should you wish to add your
support please feel free to make a donation at:

www.givengain.com/ap/paula-wallace-pickering-raisingfunds-for-spirit-education-foundation/
All amounts are greatly appreciated and will go towards the direct costs of supporting Spirit scholars to access
their schoolwork online during these unprecedented times.

FEET4FEES VIRTUAL FUN RUN / WALK
Show your support for Spirit Education
Foundation scholars by taking part in the
Feet4Fees Youth Day Family Walk / Run!
Make a donation of R50 per family via
GivenGain at
www.givengain.com/cc/feet4fees/
Invite / nominate 5 friends / family to
participate by making a donation, lacing
up on 16 June and challenging 5 others
to do the same
On Tuesday 16 June get your family to
dress in black and white and complete a
walk or run together (anywhere, and any
distance - this is a virtual event!)
Upload a pic or video of yourself / your
family to Facebook or Instagram and tag
the Spirit Education Foundation with the
captions:
#Feet4Fees
#BuildingOurNationThroughEducation
Spot prizes will be given away for the most
creative pics!
We hope you join us!

To sign up go to:

www.givengain.com/cc/feet4fees/

POEM BY A SPIRIT SCHOLAR
The Corona Virus
Masked faces, gloved hands
A deathly virus sprawled through the lands
Coined as Corona or COVID-19,
With ghastly effects it travels unseen.
Upon entering the body through the nose, mouth, and eyes
It attacks the lungs and your temperature starts to rise.
North, East, South and West
On nearly every country it’s come to rest.
Quarantined in homes, deserted streets
Majority no longer able to fulfil their needs
“To be confirmed”, “cancelled”, “postponed”
These words appearing everywhere, they seemed to be cloned.
This virus has been claimed a national disaster
As it mutates and replicates faster and faster
Schools have been shut; extreme hygiene measures put in place
As we try to prevent the eradication of the human race.
Although it poses a large cost,
Not all Hope is lost!
Leaders are hard at work to reduce the death toll
But we as individuals play the biggest role.
Through exercise, hygiene and healthy eating
And avoiding the practice of large-scale meeting
We can decrease the transmission of this lethal virus
With enough effort, the results will not be bias.

Lieschen Natus
Spirit Scholar, Grade 12

If we work together and maintain our sanity,
We may just be able to save humanity.

RETURNING TO SCHOOL
As our Spirit scholars start returning to school in a phased approach during June and July, we are so proud
of their strength and resilience during lockdown, the way they adapted to the strange new way of doing
school and their courage to cope with extraordinary circumstances with the many uncertainties and
unknowns.

Gift packs were delivered to schools for our
Matric scholars who returned to school on 2
June, which included a special hoodie, face
mask, t-shirt and buff. Scholars from all grades
will be receiving a similar gift package on their
return to school as the various grades are
phased in over the coming weeks and months.

THE END OF AN ERA
The end of June marks a significant change in the daily life of Spirit Education Foundation team as CoFounder Tessa Smit retires after 26 years of dedicated service to the organisation. While Tess will remain on
the Spirit Education Foundation Board of Trustees, her vital presence in the day-to-day life and operations of
the foundation will be greatly missed, with all the wisdom, insight, passion and endless energy that she adds
to the life of the team as well as to our scholars. Tess has truly lived and embodied the heart of the
organisation and has brought the vision of building our nation through education, one scholar at a a time
to life through the outstanding way she has personally invested into each of the over 500 scholars' lives and
that of their families. We know that we speak for all scholars, both past and present, when we say WELL
DONE AND THANK YOU TESS - you have left an indelible mark on hundreds of lives, your investment and
legacy will impact many generations to come. Tessa Smit, we salute you!

Please read on the following page for a letter from the heart from Tess...

REFLECTIONS FROM TESSA SMIT
Life is a series of chapters, the end of which can often bring mixed emotions. After 19 years as a teacher and principal of a
school, a new chapter began for me in April 1994 as co-founder of the Spirit Education Foundation, an organisation
established to provide good quality education to financially disadvantaged scholars who had the will and the motivation to
succeed. Being passionate about education all my adult life and with a vision for the future, it was a wonderful privilege to be
one of the building blocks of a foundation whose mission and vision was to help change the lives of hundreds of scholars and
to offer them hope for the future. Twenty-six years and over 500 scholars later, the time has come to hand over the baton to a
younger generation with a fresh vision for the future and the energy and skills to cope with a changing world and advancing
technology. It has been a wonderful journey and I have loved being in the business of creating educational opportunity for
eager young people who face challenges with courage and resilience and who succeed even when the odds are stacked
against them. Job satisfaction knows no bounds when you love what you are doing, you are able to follow your passion, you
look forward to each day at work and when you are rewarded over and over again by the willingness of volunteers, the happy,
harmonious working environment with fellow staff, the loyalty and generosity of faithful donors, the gratitude of parents and
above all the amazing, incredible, inspiring, enthusiastic and lovable scholars who do their best to make the most of their Spirit
scholarships. It has been a great joy to see so many Spirit scholars matriculate, often with distinction, and then go on to study
at tertiary level, ultimately building their careers in many diverse fields such as medicine, journalism, education, business and
finance, engineering, fashion design, social work, film and media, sports science, public relations and the sciences to name a
few. I am so proud of them all and it has been deeply satisfying to see them make a success of their lives and contribute to
the present and future of South Africa. There have been too many highlights and milestones over the years to mention them
all but each year since 1994 has seen the Spirit Education Foundation go from strength to strength under the excellent
leadership of founder and chairman, Ian Kilbride, and a selfless team of trustees who have all worked hard to ensure good
management, sound business practice and ethical financial administration. Every year has seen steady growth and
development including progressive changes to our modus operandi, the building of solid partnerships with donors who share
our mission and vision, the development of co-operative relationships with partner schools, the building of relationships with
parents and families and most importantly the expansion of a programme designed to nurture, mentor and encourage scholars
to use their Spirit scholarships to achieve their academic hopes and dreams and to be the best that they can be. It is always
tough to close a chapter that has been so uplifting but I believe that the Spirit Education Foundation could not be in better
hands in the difficult times of COVID-19 and in the future that awaits us.
Looking ahead, I could not wish for a better team to continue creating a bright and promising future for the scholars in the Spirit
Education Foundation. Paula Wallace-Pickering, who joined the Spirit Team in 2015 and took over as executive head and
programme manager in July 2019, is a creative, innovative and inspirational leader who not only has the passion and energy
to drive the Spirit Education Foundation forward, but also has the compassion and sensitivity so necessary to lead the Spirit
family. Nzele Omari has come full circle first as a Spirit scholar, then as a Spirit alumnus who stayed in touch with us during
her tertiary studies in Human Resources, who volunteered for us whenever she could, and who is now a permanent member
of the Spirit Team with a very special touch in dealing with the scholars. And lastly, Saskia Wiese who joined us in July 2019,
returns after maternity leave and continues to enrich the Spirit Team with her expertise in financial services as well as her
knowledge and skills as a learning support educator and counsellor.
So though I will remain as a trustee on the Spirit Education Foundation board, I leave ‘active service’ with a heart full of love
and gratitude for all the fun and adventures I have enjoyed, all the lasting memories I have made and all the wonderful
relationships I have had over the years with the Spirit scholars and their families, the Spirit partner schools, the volunteers, my
colleagues, the Spirit board and the wonderful Spirit donors who have so generously funded us over the years. I salute you all
and wish you every blessing as you continue to build our nation through education, one scholar at a time.
Tessa Smit
June 2020

